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TIMSS puts England first on scientific enquiry, but does pride come before a fall?

Per Morten Kind

England’s 13-year olds scored highly in the TIMSS survey of 1995 so why do they still display poor understanding of the nature of science?

The Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) included a performance assessment study (TIMSS PA). This was a practical test based on problem-solving and investigative tasks in both mathematics and science. The overall international results for 13-year-olds show Singapore on top (71% of maximum score), but on the science tasks England is equal to Singapore and in certain areas they score far better than most other countries (see Harmon et al., 1997 for a full report). For example, on the investigative task Solution (Investigate what effect different water temperatures have on the speed with which the tablet dissolves) England scored 68%, while the international average was 49%. Similar results were achieved for the tasks named Pulse (Find out how your pulse changes when you climb up and down on a step for 5 min) and Rubber band (Find out how the length of the rubber band changes as more and more rings are hung on it). For those who know of the tradition of practical work in English schools, with its emphasis on science enquiry, this is perhaps no surprise. England, more than most other countries, has been through several stages of development of ‘process-oriented’ and ‘investigative’ school science. TIMSS PA reveals some of this tradition, partly through the results as described above, but also through the test format that was used in the study. This article therefore will use the study to reflect on how practical investigative work is taught and assessed in school science.

**Process skills and performance assessment**

‘Doing’ is sometimes contrasted with ‘knowing’. We are likely to talk about ‘doers’ and ‘thinkers’. In science education we sometimes find a similar contrast between working in the laboratory and reading and studying in the classroom. The latter is regarded as using knowledge and understanding while the former is seen as using skills. This contrast, however naïve it sometimes might be, seems to have dominated certain rationales for practical work in science. In particular it was taken to the extreme in the pedagogical trend referred to as the ‘process approach’ (DeBoer, 1991). This trend was very much based on Gagné’s analysis of cognitive processes used
by scientists and his ideas for developing the same processes in science education (Gagné, 1965). Several school science projects used this as a basic philosophy and found ways of teaching students skills. The science processes were seen as important mainly because of their contribution to developing students' thinking and learning abilities, and were given a high status:

*It could be said that the most valuable elements of a scientific education are those that remain after the facts have been forgotten.*

(Screen, 1986, Introduction)

Several aspects of the process approach have been commented on and criticised (Millar and Driver, 1987; Hodson, 1993), and today we find more attempts to build bridges between understanding and doing in the laboratory (Millar, 1995).

The process approach, however, seems to some extent to have been carried on in the area of performance assessment in science. Here we still find frameworks identifying performance, what you do, and knowledge, what you understand, as rather separate dimensions of science. No radical new framework seems to have been presented, at least for large-scale performance assessment, since the early attempts developed under the process skill rationale.

Among the first influential frameworks we find Klopfers categorisation of processes of scientific inquiry (Klopf, 1971). This was used as a base for developing a performance test in the IEA's (International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement) Second International Science Study in 1984 (Tamir, Doran, and Chyc, 1992). An even more influential framework was developed by the APU (Assessment of Performance Unit) Science Project (APU, 1984). This framework, in spite of an effort to combine process and concept, laid a foundation that led to many later performance-assessment projects being process-related. This was partly due to presenting their 'view of science' as 'an experimental subject concerned fundamentally with problem-solving' (APU, 1984, p. 4).

In the categorisation framework for APU science a distinction was made between three dimensions of science learning:

- the *science processes* involved in solving a task;
- the *conceptual understanding* required for its solution;
- the *context* in which the task is set.

The process dimension was regarded as 'the key facets of science' and the idea was to assess the 'general skill' detached from any particular content or context (APU, 1984).

To develop categories for the process dimension, skills related to each step in a science investigation were identified, as illustrated in Figure 1. The boxes on the left-hand side show actions or activities carried out by students from being given an investigative task to reaching a final conclusion. Each of these steps is related to specific skills or abilities (on the right-hand side). In the APU framework for scientific performance (APU, 1984, 1989) six such assessment categories were developed:

1. Use of graphical and symbolic representation
2. Use of apparatus and measuring instruments
3. Observation
4. Skill in planning
5. Skill in data gathering
6. Skill in recording
7. Skill in analysing and interpreting

**Figure 1** Developing assessment categories for performance assessment.
2. Carry out the tests on the tablets. Make a table and record all your measurements.

3. According to your investigation, what effect do different water temperatures have on the speed with which a tablet dissolves?

4. Explain why you think different water temperatures have this effect.

5. If you had to change your plan, describe the changes you would make and why you would make them. If you did not have to change your plan, write ‘No change’.

For some of the tasks students were also asked to hand in something they had made, for example boxes made in a mathematics task. Students’ responses were scored and coded according to a coding system that allowed for the identification of common approaches and types of errors in student responses (Harmon et al., 1997).

The links between TIMSS PA and APU Science are obvious even if the projects differ in purpose and style. TIMSS adopted tasks similar to those used by APU, and the test procedures and the frameworks tended to focus on much the same categories.

A secondary analysis of TIMSS PA results

To learn more about practical performance assessment, a secondary analysis of results from the Norwegian sample in TIMSS PA was conducted. The analysis aimed to find out how students responded to similar sub-items in different tasks. Following science process thinking each sub-item in the TIMSS PA tasks could be regarded as measuring specific scientific skills. For example, the task Solution (investigate what effect different water temperatures have on the speed with which the tablet dissolves) had the following sub-items:

1. Write your plan here. Your plan should include
   - what you will measure
   - how many measurements you will make
   - how you will present your measurements in a table.
Table 1  Mean correlation between measures of the same skill.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Science</th>
<th>Maths</th>
<th>All tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Using equipment</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using routine procedures</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection; Measurements</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data organisation and representation</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data analysis</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data interpretation</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application; Problem solving</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designing experiments</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept understanding; Use in explanation</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average across skills</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.10</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.23</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.12</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  Summary of mean correlation between sub-items within tasks. The last column shows a reliability index (Cronbach’s α) indicating the consistency of each task. This value ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 indicates maximum consistency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>No. of sub-items in the task</th>
<th>Mean correlation between sub-items</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Science</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1 Pulse</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3 Batteries</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4 Rubber band</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5 Solutions</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM1 Shadows</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average across science tasks</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.20</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mathematics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1 Dice</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2 Calculator</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3 Folding and cutting</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4 Around the bend</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5 Packing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM2 Plasticine</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average across maths tasks</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.33</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results from this analysis are presented in Table 1. The skills are all taken from the process dimension of the TIMSS PA framework (Robitaille et al., 1993), and separate values are calculated for mathematics and science tasks. It can be seen that, for example, the mean of all the correlations between the skill *Using equipment* is -0.05 for science and 0.24 for mathematics. The mean for both science and mathematics is 0.07. Table 2 presents similar correlation values for all sub-items within tasks.

The overall picture from the results shows no strong link between what purport to be measures of
the same skill (see Table 1). For example, there is little evidence that the items on data collection in the tasks Pulse and Solution measure the same skill. One explanation of this might be that the two tasks measure different aspects of a relatively broad skill that we call data collection. However, there seems to be a somewhat stronger link between sub-items measuring different skills within each task (see Table 2). Even these correlations are rather low and, with some few exceptions, the strengths of correlations between similar sub-items are at the same level as that between sub-items selected randomly (0.12).

There are some differences between mathematics and science, with somewhat higher correlation values for mathematics. A closer study, however, indicated that correlations contributing to a high mean value were mostly found within tasks. The mathematics tasks often consisted of several sub-items asking for the same type of procedure, e.g. making several measurements on a set of objects. Such a procedure focuses on a fairly narrow skill such that a candidate is likely to perform much the same in different tasks. Even under these circumstances the correlations are not particularly high, which seems to point to the effect of context and content on performance in the tasks.

Mismatch between rationales for science enquiry

What can be learned from the results presented above? At least it tells us that we should be careful about interpreting what the tasks really measure. We cannot assume the tasks directly measure specific skills. To many teachers this will be rather obvious. Solving a practical task is a complex affair and what students actually do depends on many details, such as equipment, hints given in the text, subject matter knowledge, and so on. We could, therefore, argue for more focus to be placed on each task as an ‘entity’ and for holistic assessment (Woolnough, 1989).

There is, however, another and more serious matter related to this mismatch between theory and results that goes beyond the practical complexity of performance assessment. Do students use investigative skills at all as we intend? Scientific skills only have meaning within a certain rationale: a problem or phenomenon is studied systematically with structured planning and systematic data gathering because scientists want to find evidence for whatever conclusion they reach. This is also apparent when scientists present their research to others, in that they give a detailed presentation of the method used, include data to support their conclusion, and discuss their research critically. We sometimes find the scientific approach presented as a form of ‘argumentation’ (Driver, Newton, and Osborne, 2000), where scientists use data to ‘argue’ for their conclusion. This logic is also tacit in scientific investigative work in the school laboratory, and in science performance assessment, but is it part of the students’ rationale for doing science? The data presented above do not directly answer this question, even if they tend to reveal a lack of internal validity in students’ responses. Another analysis (Kind, 1996), however, has revealed more clearly that many students draw conclusions that only partly match their own data presentations. This analysis was based on students’ actual responses from a TIMSS PA pre-test in six different countries, including England. It sometimes seemed that students were working on two different problems. First, they were trying to answer the problem given in the task, e.g. find the effect of temperature on a dissolving tablet, measure and describe your pulse, find which battery is uncharged, etc. This may be seen as ‘common-sense’ problem solving. Second, they were trying to make the task scientific. What students see as ‘scientific’ is not necessarily the same as we intend. Some students seemed not to have reflected much on this issue at all; for instance, it was found that some students omitted almost entirely to present any data, but still scored maximum marks on drawing conclusions. Another common trend was to present many measurements, but without referring to them in the conclusion. Very often clear tendencies in the data were not commented on (for instance the relationship between solution time and temperature not being linear). Students seemed rather to have been thinking of making measurements as an aim in itself, and maybe as their way of making the investigation more scientific. For these, it is not meaningful to talk about their skills of designing and conducting an investigation. They rather show rote learning of certain procedures without the expected and necessary understanding of why these should be included.

It is quite a serious matter if the established tradition for performance assessment, as we find it in TIMSS PA, is not able to pick up this problem. The tasks and the test format seem to invite students to go along with their alternative conceptions of science enquiry and do not reveal any mismatch if this disagrees with a scientific rationale. Nor is this mismatch
brought to light when their responses are coded and analysed. Another serious matter is that some teaching of scientific enquiry seems to reinforce this situation. Many teachers teach scientific investigations through examples and tell the students what to do, but not why. A tradition seems to have been established in which teaching and assessment support each other in this respect. In the teaching students pick up certain procedures but do not get to understand the main ideas about scientific investigations. Next, assessment is carried out by having students repeat the same procedures in recipe-like tasks. One likely reason for this happening is the clear pattern established in tasks used for teaching and assessment. The task Solution, for example, demonstrates this. First, the task presents a rather simple problem of finding the effect of one variable on another. Next, this relationship (which many students probably already know) may be found quite straightforwardly by making a series of measurements. Tasks like this are common and give a 'model' for what is scientific investigation. The more or less hidden message is that many measurements are important for scientific problem solving and earn high marks in assessment. By solving several such tasks students see a pattern and learn a rule about what is 'scientific'. On performance assessment tasks they can repeat this pattern.

England on top of what?

The title of this paper raises questions about how we should interpret the situation for practical enquiry work in English school science based on the data from TIMSS PA. It is beyond doubt that England has been a pioneer in developing school science practical work in general and investigative work in particular. The effort that has been placed on describing science enquiry in the curriculum guidelines and the effect this has had on classroom practice is unique internationally. Integrating assessment has been an important and maybe necessary factor in this development. When England scores high on the performance assessment test we see the fruits of this comprehensive effort.

There are, however, reasons to ask questions about this development if science investigation is reduced to a set of exemplary tasks copied by teachers, done by rote by students, and then assessed with some standardised tasks. It is difficult to tell how serious and extensive this problem really is. With TIMSS PA we may think the test format itself is part of the tradition and also the problem. Taking into consideration the effort that has been put into including investigative work, however, it is remarkable that students in England are still found to have a rather poor understanding of the nature of science. Several studies have pointed out students' lack of understanding of scientific experiments (Driver et al., 1996; Solomon, Duveen, and Scott, 1994). Driver et al. (1996) categorise students' understanding of an investigation into three levels, understanding the relationship between theory and experiment being the most sophisticated. They found that only a minority of the students had developed this understanding, even at age 16. Most students regarded investigations in a simple 'relating cause and effect' frame, which is likely to have been developed through using standard tasks involving controlling variables. A similar tendency was found when students were asked to give warrants for scientific statements. Less than half of the students at age 16 could base their warrants on evidence in a satisfying scientific way. Studies like this give reason to think that students carry out their investigative tasks in science with a very limited perspective, without a wider understanding of the role of evidence.

Looking at the overall results for TIMSS PA, we still find England to be in a special position for enquiry science. The study tended to reveal very different traditions among countries when it comes to the place and role of practical enquiry in school science. In some countries students are obviously used to working with science in a practical setting, but do not necessarily carry out investigations. In other countries it is clear that the students could not handle the practical setting of using equipment and making measurements. The weakest aspect in all countries seemed to be students' ability to explain their conclusions by using subject matter knowledge. Students very often repeated observations rather than relating them to scientific models. Again this may be related to students' understanding (or lack of understanding) of science enquiry, and more specifically of the role of 'theory'. Several such aspects of the results remind us how complicated and difficult it is to foster enquiry in school science. In spite of all the effort and discussion, we have not found a way of handling the issue. This of course affects assessment and makes it difficult in the end to tell what scale or criteria really should be used.
A way forward

The main point made in this article is that much practical investigative work in school science seems to have developed around specific types of task, followed by a theoretical framework with a focus on scientific process skills. This has included assessment, as seen in TIMSS PA, that supports this teaching approach. Warnings against this approach have been apparent for a long time, and we have started to see a change.

Since 1995, when TIMSS PA was conducted, England has adopted a revised version of the science National Curriculum (QCA, 1999). This uses many of the ideas that have been developed in the period following the criticism of a process-skill based approach to science enquiry. Two crucial points are dominant. First there is an emphasis on what the students should be taught about scientific enquiry. Here we see a clear attempt to establish an understanding of the role of evidence:

Students should be taught about the interplay between empirical questions, evidence and scientific explanations. (QCA, 1999, p. 28)

For this teaching, historical and modern examples are used but with a clear focus on some general ideas.

The second point is that the investigative skills to be taught and learned are presented in the context of understanding these ideas. Investigative skills, therefore, are not presented solely as something you do, but as something you understand in relation to the purpose of science inquiry:

Pupils should be taught to make sufficient relevant observations and measurements to reduce error and obtain reliable evidence.

(QCA, 1999, p. 28)

It would be interesting to know what effects this guideline has had on teaching in England. Maybe students today do investigations in a more meaningful way than was indicated by the TIMSS PA results, and learn what it really means to be scientific. In order to find this out new assessment tools are needed. The QCA has highlighted Sc1 as an area to be strengthened for the national assessment of science from the year 2003, with an increase in the number of questions assessing scientific enquiry (www.qca.org.uk/). This change is based on a two-year consultation and trial period. We therefore look forward to seeing what emerges in England about ‘ideas and evidence’ for science enquiry.
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**It must be true – its in the papers!**

The following advertising blurb was delivered in the same plastic envelope as the *New Scientist* magazine.

**Hand-charge your mobile phone!**

If your phone runs out of battery power away from home, now you can generate more power without batteries or electricity. This emergency charger needs no power – just attach the lead to your phone and wind the handle – and it’s much cheaper than anything similar on the market.